MANUAL OPERATION. Should the sunroof fail to operate due to battery failure or other malfunction, it may be closed or opened manually:

1. Remove cover in center of headlining over rear seat area (Fig.1).
2. Remove crank handle marked SKY-TOP® from glove box and insert flat end into matching recess in gear box.
3. Rotate crank handle clockwise (looking up) to OPEN panel and counterclockwise to CLOSE panel.
4. Replace crank handle and cover.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE: Check drain holes in front corners and remove dirt or leaves which may prevent drainage of water from sunroof housing. Clean drain tubes with air hose or flexible wire with dull point. Rear drain tubes lead through rear quarter panel or trunk and must be cleaned through bottom of tube.

Guide rails need no lubricant, but must be kept clean — especially top and underside of outer edge. Lightly lubricate top of deflector spring where depressor tab on panel pushes down on spring.

Use no more than 20 amp. fuse.